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optimail 30
	 perfect	for	any	
	 	 work	environment.										



system	specifications	 optimail	30

Speed (per minute)	 30	letters	per	minute

Max thickness	 up	to	1/4“

Media size	 	postcard	up	to	10“x13“	flats

Dimensions	 12.6“	(W)	x	9.3“	(H)	x		11.4“	(D)

Weight	 	13.5	lbs.

Print technology	 Thermal	transfer	

Imprints per cartridge	 Approx.	1,500

Scale	 10	lb.	integrated,	up	to	150	lb.	external

Accounts	 9

Endorsements	 8

Advertisements	 6	user-programmable	SMS	texts

Power	 115V

Options	 sealer,	interfaced	scales,	meter	ads,

	 letter	tray,	differential	weighing

smooth, quiet operation 
designed to enhance the 
efficiency of your 
office
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This semi-automatic digital postage meter is specifically 
designed to meet the mailing needs of small businesses. 
With speeds of up to 30 letters of mail per minute, the
OptiMail 30 is the perfect compliment to any mailroom.

speciaL features
▶ Quiet, digital operation
▶ Small footprint
▶ Easy-to-view, back-lit display panel
▶ Automatic dating and postage correction 
▶ Meets USPS® requirements for IBIP compatibility
▶ Integrated 10 lb. scale
▶ Interfaces with optional scales of up to 150 lbs.
▶ Program up to 6 customizable messages
▶ Tracks up to 9 departmental accounts
▶ Program up to 9 postage short cuts
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postage on demand
Semi-automatic and IBIP compliant, the OptiMail 30 works on 
your schedule, conveniently determining postage on your letters 
and packages whenever necessary. The exact dollar amount of 
postage needed is securely downloaded directly into the meter 
via FP‘s automatic postage resetting system, TeleSet. 

true marKeting tooL
The OptiMail 30 helps you differentiate your business with the 
ability to print your logo and up to 6 user-programmable SMS 
text messages or advertisements. Metered mail offers a more 
professional image to your customers and prospects receiving 
your correspondence.

fits into any office enVironment
Small and quiet, the OptiMail 30 fits conveniently anywhere in 
your office. Designed to enhance the efficiency and professional 
image of your business, the back-lit display with soft keys makes 
it easy to operate with no special training needed.

cost-saVings features
The OptiMail 30 keeps your mailroom efficiency maximized with
its integrated 10 lb. scale and optional moistener. Quickly seal, 
weigh, post, and send your mail. A unique account administration 
function registers and evaluates postage on up to 9 separate 
accounts.

integrated 10 lb. scale

Back-lit display

optional sealer

optional letter tray


